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System Requirements

Minimum:
* Windows XP/Vista/7
* Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.8 GHz / AMD Athlon II x2 @ 2.8 GHz
* 2 GB RAM
* GeForce 8800 GTX
* 9 GB HDD Space

Recommended:
* Windows XP/Vista/7
* Intel Core i7 @ 3 GHz / AMD Phenom II x4 @ 3 GHz
* 4 GB RAM
* GeForce GTX 295
* 9 GB HDD Space
Gothic Story Introduction

Since Rhobar III, the king of Myrtana, and his men landed on Argaan, war has covered the Southern Islands like an oil-soaked cloth. Even Feshyr, a placid island far out in the Southern Sea has felt its fiery touch — when the hero of our story returned after adventures in the hinterlands of the island, his village was in flames. The strangers who attacked Feshyr under the flag of the Myrtanian king sailed away in plain sight of his hate-filled eyes...

The hero leaves his destroyed homeland with vengeance on his mind, but soon realises there is much more behind the attack on Feshyr than just the whims of a despotic king... An evil power lurks at the threshold to the world, a power that not only threatens the Southern Islands, but all mankind.

Main Menu

Continue Game
Continues the game from the point where you last saved.

New Game
Starts a new game.

Load Game
 Loads a savegame of your choice and lets you continue playing from there.

Settings
Opens the Options menu, where you can make changes to gameplay, graphics, audio and navigation settings. For further information see page 22.

Marketplace
Opens up the Marketplace, where you can buy different ArcaniA – Gothic 4 items.

Credits
Take a closer look at who took part in the development of ArcaniA – Gothic 4.

Extras
Artwork and design sketches for ArcaniA – Gothic 4.
Default Game Controls

E .................................................. Interact
F .................................................. Unequip Weapon
Space Bar ...................................... Jump
Left Mouse Button ............................ Attack
Right Mouse Button .......................... Block and Dodge
W, A, S, D ....................................... Move
1–0 ............................................... Quick Launch Bar
Mouse ........................................... Move Camera
Z .................................................. Aim with Bow
Ctrl Left ........................................ Sneak
I .................................................. Inventory
K .................................................. Skills
M .................................................. World Map
L .................................................. Questbook
C .................................................. Crafting
F5 ................................................. Quick Save
F9 .................................................. Quick Load
ESC ............................................. Menu

Game Interface

Feedback-Bar (1)
On the left, you’ll get feedback on certain events, such as quest updates and level-up announcements.

Interaction Tooltip (2)
The interaction tooltip appears at the bottom of the screen whenever you look at an object or character.

Health/Mana/Stamina (3)
Health, Mana and Stamina are shown in the lower centre of the screen. Mana (blue) is used when casting spells, and Stamina (gold) when using skills, and these refill over time. Your Health (red) shows your health.

Experience (4)
Your experience points appear beneath your Mana, Stamina and Health. When the yellow bar is completely full, you’ll gain one level. The numeric values show how many points you have, and how many you need to level again.

Quick Launch Bar (5)
The spells and items displayed on the lower edge of the screen are those currently tied to your quick launch buttons (default 1-0)
Quickslotbar (6)
In the bottom-left corner of the screen are the spells and items you can quickly select with the directional pad. Hold the left bumper to select up to four more items.

Level-up (7) and Crafting Order (8) Reminders
These appear to remind you if you still have skill points left to assign, or if you could still craft more items.

Crosshair (9)
When you draw a weapon or prepare to cast a spell, a crosshair will appear in the middle of the screen. Some attacks are charged, and their progress appears right underneath the crosshair.

Mini-Map (10)
In the top right corner is an overview of your immediate surroundings and the points of the compass. Important characters and items can also be set to appear here. The arrows at the edge of the mini-map show which way your next quest objective is for you priority quest.

Game Menu

Continue Game
Exit the Game Menu and return to the current game.

Save Game
Save the current game in a new slot or overwrite an older savegame.

Load Game
Loads a savegame of your choice and lets you continue playing from there.

Options
Opens the Options menu, where you can make changes to gameplay, graphics, audio and navigation settings. For further information see page 22.

Back to Main Menu
Ends your current game and takes you back to the main menu.
**Questbook**

The questbook lists all your current tasks. If your list comprises several tasks, you can prioritise one by selecting it and clicking „Prioritise Quest“. On the map and the minimap, directional markers for this quest will then be highlighted in red, with the arrows at the edge of the minimap pointing in the direction of your quest objectives. You can also review successfully completed quests in your questbook under the „Completed Quests“ tab. To view the bestiary, click the „Creatures“ tab. Whenever you defeat a specimen of a new species, an entry about it will be added to the bestiary.

**Inventory, Equipment and Character Stats**

The inventory is on the right side of the screen. It is divided into seven different categories. Click on the category names to move between them.

Move the mouse over an icon to highlight it. Right-clicking an item will set it as your current melee or ranged combat weapon, or equipment item. Right-clicking also consumes food or learns a recipe. The equipment your character is currently wearing is displayed on the left side of the screen.

Drag items to the quick launch bar to quickly equip them from there at any time. Note that not all items can be placed in the quick launch bar.

Your hero’s attributes are displayed in the middle of the screen (see Attributes of the Hero).
**Skill Menu**

**Skill Points**
Skill points are awarded with level-ups and are used to acquire new skills.

**Acquiring Skills**
Move your mouse cursor over the skill lines and boxes to look at the different skills in more detail. Click the „+“ to invest skill points in a skill line, and „-“ to remove them. Clicking „Save“ will set your points permanently, so spend them carefully!

**Skill Descriptions**
Descriptions of each skill appear on the left of the screen.

**Active and Passive Skills**
Active and unique passive skills and spells are marked with a larger, shield-like icon. As the tooltip says, spells can be manually cast or assigned to the quick slot bar by dragging the spell icon (see left of the skill line) to it. Some spells are passive, permanently improving the functionality of other, existing skills. Some skills permanently enhance the functionality of other skills. Passive skills appear in smaller fields and improve your basic attributes. Investing in passive skills allows you to access higher active or unique passive skills.

**Map**

**Moving the Map**
Hold the left mouse button on the map and move the mouse in order to change the map selection.

**Zooming in or out of the Map**
Use the mouse wheel to zoom in or out of the map.

**Toggle between World Map and Underground Map**
With a click on the button „Show Underground“ or „Show Surface“ you can toggle between the outside world and the underground realms.

**Known Goals / Places**
Goals or places you have already visited are marked with clear, bright outlines, whereas unexplored areas are dark and blurry...

**Teleportation Stones**
Teleportation stones are marked on the map with concentric circles.

**Travelling on Argaan**
Rich or poor, Argaans usually walk. But there are a few ancient stone circles on the island, allowing certain chosen people to instantly travel from one circle to the other.
Attributes of the Hero

Your Inventory screen also displays the level, fortune (Gold), Health, Mana, and Stamina points, as well as their regeneration rates, fighting power values, armour, experience and fighting damage of your hero.

Health, Mana and Stamina points are shown as Current/Maximum values, with regeneration rates as points per 30 seconds.

The value in brackets next to the armour value shows how much damage from an equally strong opponent is mitigated by the armour. Note that armour does not protect against magic damage.

As with the xp bar on the main screen, your experience points are shown as Current/To Next Level values (see Level-up on page 17).

The first value of fighting damage shows the average damage of your melee or ranged attacks; the second one shows the damage of a charged attack. Fighting damage depends on your fighting power as well as your armour and skills. Keep in mind though that these damage values can change, as they are also subject to factors like your opponent’s armour etc.

Level-up

Whenever you gain enough experience points, your hero will gain one level. His basic attribute values will then automatically rise, and you will also receive additional skill points to further improve your hero (see the Skill Menu section for instructions on how to do so). As long as there are skill points left to spend, you will see a reminder icon at the bottom of the screen.

Fighting

To attack an enemy with an active melee combat weapon, turn towards the enemy and press the attack button (default left mouse button).

You can use single- or two-handed weapons in the game.

Single-handed weapons attack faster; two-handed weapons are slower but do more damage.

You can also block enemy attacks (default right mouse button) with either a shield, your weapon or even your magic. Keep in mind though, that some attacks will still penetrate your blocks.

If you have a ranged weapon active, you can fire it with the attack button. Remember that bows must first be drawn by holding the attack button down. When you let go, the arrow will be released. Crossbows fire when you press the attack button and don’t need to be drawn first.

To execute a magic attack, you need a magic skill active (see Skill Menu). Cast active spells with the attack button.

Armour reduces physical damage, but not damage caused by magic. Check your hero’s attributes to see how damage your armour can mitigate.

During a battle you can heal your hero with food and healing potions, if the situation is about to become critical. Outside of battle there are also highly effective bandages at your disposal.
Crafting

From the crafting menu you can create your own items from various categories: “Equipment” (Weapons, shields etc), “Alchemy” and “Consumables” (Food and potions). Flip between them by left-clicking the category tabs.

To create an item you first need crafting instructions. You can find these throughout the world, or buy them from a trader. If you bought a recipe, you also have to learn it first by selecting it in your inventory and right-clicking it.

After you have learnt a recipe, it will appear in the list of craftable items in the relevant category. Select a recipe with the mouse to view more detailed information.

Next, you need the components for your item. These will be listed in the detailed information after you’ve learnt the recipe.

To craft an item, select it from the list and click „Create“. If you have sufficient resources, they will be consumed and the finished item will appear in your inventory. The number in the square brackets by each recipe shows how many of that item you can create with your current resources.

Documents

In the ‘Documents’ section you will find three different kinds of items: Recipes, scrolls and runes.

Scrolls can only be used once, and then they disappear.

Runes can be used any number of times. However, after being used they need time to recharge.

Right-click on a recipe or rune in your inventory to learn or activate it.

To use runes and scrolls outside of the inventory, they must first be assigned to the quick access menu. For more details, see Game Interface on page 7.

Consumables

Apart from food you can also find potions and bandages in this category, i.e. anything that can be consumed. Most of these items have a healing effect. Powerful magic potions can also have different effects. Whether they are positive or negative will always be shown in the tooltip.

Bandages cannot be used during battle, but on the other hand, they are much cheaper than healing potions.
Trading

Buy/Sell
Some characters on Argaan are traders, and part of their dialogue choices include trading options. In the trading window, drag items between your inventory and theirs to buy or sell them, or right click them.

Rebuy
The last item category contains all the items you just sold to him. You can rebuy them without a loss, but as soon as you quit the trading menu they become unavailable.

Lockpicking

Some chests on Argaan are locked, but can be opened with a lockpick you can buy during your adventures. To open a lock, you have to stop the rotating keyholes at the right moment with a left-click. If you left-click at the wrong moment, the lockpick won’t break, but you’ll have to start again.

Dialogue Menu

Dialogue Options
Start a dialogue with a character by looking at them and pressing the interaction button (default “E”). Some characters address you first, in which case the dialogue starts automatically.

During a dialogue you might have choices every now and then. Click a dialogue option to carry on with it.

Subtitles can be turned off and on in the Options-menu.

Additional Topics
Some of the people you meet on your adventures know interesting things not directly relevant to your quests. Try talking to people more than once to see if they have anything else to say.
A Story from the Cleaved Maiden

If only they'd be strangled, the lot of 'em!

Mead jars in hand, Murdra forced her way through the rough laughter. Standing in my way with bare hands whilst I'm running around! She heaved the jars over Elgan’s head and then banged them on the table so hard the mead inside sloshed out onto the dark oak wood. Elgan leaned back in his chair, drew deeply on his pipe and grinned at Murdra through rotten teeth. ‘You’re in a bad mood, eh Murdra?’ he said, pipe smoke streaming out of his mouth and nose.

‘There’ll be no more mead for you, soon enough,’ she hissed. ‘Then you can go smoke your pipe outside in the rain.’ She spat on the straw covering the taproom’s planks and stomped back towards her kitchen. Elgan shouted something after her, but his voice was muffled by the tavern noise. The laughter climbed Murdra’s back again.

‘They should be kicked out, the whole lot!’ she grumbled to herself. That was when she felt the hand on her skirt…

Now really, this is too much! Eyes flashing, Murdra spun round. Feren, the young trader from Stewark who used to visit the Cleaved Maiden every few weeks, stood smiling at her. ‘Sit down, Murdra!’ he said, pointing at the empty chair at his table.

‘My foot!’ she scowled, turning to go. But Feren’s hand clasped her naked forearm. He had a tender hand with slim fingers and clean nails without soil sticking underneath. Murdra felt the fine hair on her forearm rise.

‘Come now, Murdra,’ Feren said, gently gripping her arm.

He sure is a handsome fellow, she thought, gazing at his hand. And he had rings too!

‘Just for a minute then,’ she said, settling down next to Feren at the table.

‘My uncle is back on the island,’ Feren said, his fingers stroking the back of her hand. In the candlelight his golden rings shone seductively. ‘He came with the ship from Vengard.’

‘I see,’ Murdra murmured, imagining what his rings would look like on her own fingers.

‘The Orcs are defeated,’ Feren continued, ‘And he’s brought back a lot of stories about a nameless hero and Xardas, the mage.’

‘Wardas,’ Murdra said, her reverie broken. Feren stopped and frowned incomprehendingly. ‘The mage is called Wardas,’ she said, wrinkling her nose. ‘Everybody knows that!’

Options and Settings

Click the different headings in the Options menu to flip between the following different submenus:

Video
To adjust graphics settings.

Audio
To adjust different sound volumes and switch subtitles on or off.

Controls
To adjust the controller and camera navigation.

Gameplay
To adjust the following options:

• Difficulty level

• Hint display
‘My uncle said that …’

Murdra shook her head. Handsome but stupid, she decided and withdrew her hand. The rings wouldn’t make up for that! Believes everything his uncle says and doesn’t even know the mage’s name!

‘Well, my uncle says that Xardas –’

‘I haven’t got time for this,’ she said simply, rising from her chair. ‘Your uncle doesn’t know the mage’s name, his stories are just that – stories.’

Feren started to reply, but Murdra had turned her back on him and now stood surveying the taproom. From several corners there came shouts for more mead. ‘I’m coming,’ she shouted back. ‘Be right there!’ Then she stomped back into the kitchen.

Belgor stood at the chopping board, a meat-cleaver in his callous hand. He glanced up at Murdra and gave her a fierce look. He doesn’t have any rings, that’s for sure, she thought grumpily.

‘What?,’ she said defiantly, meeting his eyes directly.

‘Have you been loitering with those fancy men again?’, Belgor asked gruffly.

Murdra rolled the spittle in her mouth around, but resisted the urge to fire it out. I shouldn’t have married him, she thought. What good is a tavern keeper if her husband doesn’t have rings?

Belgor was waiting for his answer, and she could feel his angry jealousy simmering. But there was also a faint glimmer of hope in his eyes, hope that he was wrong this time.

‘None of your business!’ Murdra snarled and spat at the oven. The hope in Belgor’s eyes vanished and his face hardened. The meat cleaver came down heavily on the pork back on the chopping board, and he turned and went out the back door, his pipe in hand.

Out in the taproom the calls for mead grew louder. ‘Smoking, that’s all he’s good for,’ she thought bitterly. ‘And all the work is left for me! Well Beliar take him!,’ she thought angrily, gathering up another round of full mead jars from the table. She stomped back into the taproom. ‘Who’s next!’ she shouted, sloshing more mead around.

Read more stories from the Cleaved Maiden at:
http://www.worldofgothic.de/gothic4/kurzgeschichten.htm
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END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (EULA)

This original software is protected by copyright and trademark law. It may only be sold by authorized dealers and only be used for private purposes. Please read this license carefully before using the software. By installing or using this software product you agree to be bound by the provisions of this EULA.

1 Software product license

1.1 This End-User License Agreement will grant you the following rights:

This End-User License Agreement is a legally valid agreement between you (either as a natural or as a legal person) and JoWooD Entertainment AG.

By purchasing this original software you are granted the right to install and use the software on a single computer. JoWooD Entertainment AG does not grant you any right of ownership to the software, and this license does not represent a „sale” of the software.

You are the owner of the medium on which the software is stored: JoWooD Entertainment AG remains the sole owner of the software on the medium, and of the pertinent documentation, and remains the proprietor of any and all intellectual and industrial property rights contained therein.

This non-exclusive and personal license grants you the right to install, use, and display a copy of this software product on a single computer or video game console (for example, a single workstation, a single terminal, a single portable PC, a single paper, Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, Nintendo Wii etc.).

Every other use, especially the unauthorized leasing, distribution, public display or other demonstration (e.g. in schools or universities), copying, multiple installation or transfer, and any other process by which this software or parts of it may be made available to the general public (including via internet or other online systems) without prior written consent is prohibited.

If this software enables you to print pictures containing characters of JoWooD Entertainment AG which are protected by trademark law, this license only allows you to print the pictures on paper and to use them as printouts solely for personal, non-commercial and non-governmental purposes. For example, you may not display or sell those pictures in public, provided that you abide by all copyright instructions contained in the pictures generated by the software.

1.2 Level Editor and Software Development Kit

Storage of software data, especially maps that have been created with a possibly included SDK (software development kit) is exclusively permitted to individuals for private use. Private use, according to the terms of paragraph 1.2, also means the – wire connected or wireless – provision of data (for example via the Internet) for use by other individual persons for non-commercial purposes. Any other reproduction, distribution, broadcasting, provision and any indirect or direct commercial utilization via vire is strictly prohibited without prior written consent from JoWooD Entertainment AG.

You shall not create, use, copy or distribute such maps or Modifications having any offensive or illegal content, or in any manner which violates the law or third parties’ rights, and you shall not combine such maps or Modifications with any such offensive, illegal or violating material. You hereby agree that you are solely responsible for any and all game data Modifications and maps. You shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless JoWooD Entertainment AG and it’s employees and agents against any and all claims, damages, losses, actions and liabilities whatsoever arising out of your creation, use, combination, duplication, distribution, or promotion of the modified game data or maps.

The Editor and all SDK components are supplied „AS IS”. There is no warranty on these parts and neither tech support nor customer support is granted for the Editor or any SDK components.

1.3 Duration of the „On-line” Component of the Application Software

This Application Software is an „on-line” game that must be played over the Internet through the Service, as provided by JoWooD Entertainment AG. It is your entire responsibility to secure an Internet connection and all fees related thereto shall be at your own charge. JoWooD Entertainment AG will use reasonable efforts to provide the Service all day, every day. However, JoWooD Entertainment AG reserves the right to temporarily suspend the service for maintenance, testing, replacement and repair of the telecommunications equipment related to this Game, as well as for transmission interruption or any other operational needs of the system. JoWooD Entertainment AG can neither guarantee that you will always be able to communicate with other users, nor that you can communicate without disruptions, delays or communication-related flaws. JoWooD Entertainment AG is not liable for any such disruptions, delays or other omissions in any communication during your use of the Voice Client.

JoWooD Entertainment AG agrees to provide the servers and software necessary to access the Service until such time as the Application Software is „Out of Publication.” Application Software shall be considered „Out of Publication” following the date that it is no longer manufactured and/or distributed by JoWooD Entertainment AG, or its affiliates. Thereafter, JoWooD Entertainment AG, may, in its sole and absolute discretion, continue to provide the service or license to third parties the right to provide the service. However, nothing contained herein shall be construed so as to place an obligation upon JoWooD Entertainment AG to provide the service beyond the time that the Applicable Software is Out of Publication. In the event that JoWooD Entertainment AG determines that it is in its best interest to cease providing the service, or license to a third party the right to provide the service, JoWooD Entertainment AG shall provide you with no less than three (3) months prior notice. Neither the service nor JoWooD Entertainment AG’s agreement to provide access to the service shall be considered a rental or lease of time on or capacity of JoWooD Entertainment AG’s servers or other technology.

2 Description of other rights and limitations

2.1 Safety copy

One single copy of the software product may be stored for safety or archival purposes only.

2.2 Limited warranty

JoWooD Entertainment AG warrants for a period of 90 days starting from the date of purchase that the software will essentially work in accordance with the accompanying printed materials.

The complete liability of JoWooD Entertainment AG and your only claim consists, at the option of JoWooD Entertainment AG, of a reimbursement of the paid purchase price or of repairing or substituting the software product which is not in accordance with JoWooD’s limited warranty, insofar as it is returned to JoWooD Entertainment AG together with a copy of the invoice.

This limited warranty will not apply if the failure of the software product is due to an accident, misuse or faulty application.

2.3 Other warranty rights will remain unaffected

The above warranty is given by JoWooD Entertainment AG as manufacturer of the software product. Any legal warranty or liability claims to which you are entitled toward the dealer from whom you bought your version of the software product are neither replaced nor limited by this warranty.

2.4 Limitation of liability

To the greatest extent permitted by applicable law, JoWooD Entertainment AG refuses to accept liability for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages resulting from the utilization of, or inability to utilize, the software product. This includes any instances in which JoWooD Entertainment AG has previously pointed out the possibility of such damages.

2.5 Trademarks

This End-User License Agreement does not grant you any rights in connection with trademarks of JoWooD Entertainment AG.

3 End of contract / Termination

This license will apply until it is terminated by either one of the parties. You may terminate this license at any time by sending the software back to JoWooD Entertainment AG or by destroying the software, the complete accompanying documentation and all copies and installations thereof, irrespective of whether they were drawn up in accordance with this license or not. This License Agreement will be terminated immediately without any prior notification by JoWooD Entertainment AG if you are in breach of any of the provisions of this license, in which case you will be obligated to destroy all copies of the software product.

4 Safeguarding clause

Should any provisions of this agreement be or become invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this agreement will remain unaffected.

5 Choice of law

The laws of Austria will be applied to all legal issues arising out of or in connection with this contract.